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“Uh, what?”

“Spirit Stones, aren’t you here to return my Spirit Stones?”Omi’s eyebrows furrowed, if he wasn’t here
to return it, there was no need for Yu Mo to appear here.

“This.”Yu Mo’s body trembled, somewhat afraid to speak, “Liu Fan, it’s like this, the head of the
auction house told me to come and find you and bring you a few words.”

“You’re not here to return my spirit stones?”Omi was furious.

“No, Uncle Jin asked me to relay to you, that, you should stop pestering him, or else he, he will make
you suffer for it.And, let you also tell Omi not to mess with our family, or else, our family will let Omi,
die without a burial.”

“Uh.”Omi wondered if he had heard correctly, just not returning his spirit stones, but actually warning
him.

At this moment, instead of getting angry, Omi was calm.

Omi let out a loud laugh.

It was just a matter of time, although Omi had repeatedly given them the opportunity, repeatedly not
wanting to have another enemy, but others didn’t think so, not being afraid of him as an enemy, since
that was the case, what did Omi have to fear.

“Yu Mo, this is what Yu Jin said?”

“It’s, well, I’m just here to deliver a message, I’m leaving first, you guys should also go back to the One
Heavy Sea early, don’t toss it again, really, it’s good for you.”After saying that, Yu Mo busily left.
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Omi’s face was frosty as he watched Yu Mo leave.

Mu Qianji held Omi’s hand and said, “Omi, don’t get angry, this result is expected anyway.”

“Don’t worry, I won’t be angry with myself, since they’ve decided to make an enemy of me, then don’t
blame me for being rude.I really want to send them a message from the Yu Clan, NO make NO die.”

“You’re going to deal with Yu now?”

“No, take it one step at a time, the Ning family hasn’t even been destroyed yet, there’s no time to find
Yu.After I’ve dealt with the Ning family, I’ll come back to settle the score with Yu.”Omi said with a firm
gaze, Omi said that he would never let it go.

The Ning family had killed so many innocent people, so the Ning family had to be destroyed, otherwise
how could they live up to the 300,000 innocent civilians that had died.



“Then when will we deal with the Ning Family?”Mu Qianji asked.

“I’ll first take my Shura Blade Technique and practice it for a few days, so it’s just a few days, and then,
I’ll officially open fire on the Ning family.”

“Mm.”Mu Qianji nodded, and she would do it together then, after all, Mu Qianji wasn’t weak now, and
with her Intermediate Superior Flying Sword Burial Moon Sword, which was at least out of the second
and third stage, she had the power to fight.

As such, Omi, continued to cultivate the flying sword at the inn while practicing the Shura Blade
Technique in his mind.

Previously, Omi’s Shura Blade Technique had reached the seventh blade, and now Omi was practicing
the eighth blade.

Omi spent half a day practicing the eighth slash.

Omi felt that he could still practice the ninth blade, so Omi continued to practice the ninth blade.

The ninth blade was called the Heavenly Lofty Blade, and once it was practiced, it was very peerless.

With another mid-grade superior flying sword, I’m afraid that Omi could slash the fifth stage of the
Exaltation in one slash and the sixth stage of the Exaltation in two slashes.

The Ning family’s ancestor, Ning Fang, was only at the sixth stage of Exaltation, and it would not be
difficult for Omi to slash him.

Therefore, Omi was really not far away from destroying the Ning family, only waiting for the ninth
blade of Shura to be practiced.

However, practicing the Ninth Blade of Shura wasn’t that fast, I’m afraid it would take several days,
and Omi wasn’t in a hurry anyway.

Mu Qianji said, “Omi, I’ll go to another inn now.”
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; “Why?”

“The people in the auction house know we’re staying here, and these few days are the crucial time for
you to practice the ninth blade of Shura, you can’t be disturbed, we’ll go to another inn, and in case the
Ning family finds out about you being Omi’s cousin, they’ll definitely bother you.”

“Fine, right now, the most important thing for me is to practice the Ninth Blade of Shura.”

Omi and Mu Qianji, checked out of the room, then booked a room at another inn before plunging back
into the practice of Shura’s Ninth Blade.

Yu’s Auction House sent someone to the inn the next day to see if Liu Fan was still there.

As a result, when asked at the inn, Liu Fan had already checked out of the room.

When Yu Jin heard that Liu Fan had already checked out, he hummed in his heart, “Thought how tough,
I warned him, but he’s still good enough to roll back to the One Heavy Sea.”



Yu Jin was very proud, he thought that Omi had checked out, that is, he had left for the One Heavy
Sea.

“It seems that Sanzu made the right decision.”Yu Jin smiled slightly, this time, Yu Jin was heavily
praised by the family for obtaining 47 extra sixth grade spirit stones for the family, and the family
took out eight sixth grade spirit stones as a reward.

All this time, the Ning family hadn’t given up on hunting Omi, and the Ning family’s third, fourth, and
fifth, had been tracking Omi’s whereabouts in the First Sea and other places.

Not only that, the Ning family’s ancestor, Ning Fang, immediately went to the One Heavy Sea to help
hunt down and kill Omi after obtaining a middle-grade superior flying sword at the auction.

It could be said that the Ning family’s pursuit of Omi had reached the highest level, and outsiders
didn’t know that they thought Omi was in dire straits at the moment, but Omi was practicing his Shura
Saber Technique at the inn like a nobody.

The door of the inn room where Omi and Mu Qianji were staying hadn’t been opened for several days,
and no one dared to disturb them.

“Omi, if you want to speed things up, why don’t you stop for now, rest for a day, and practice again
tomorrow?”A few days later, Mu Qianji suddenly said to Omi that it wasn’t a good idea to stay in his
room and practice all the time after all.

“Fine, let’s take a day’s rest first, without continuing to practice, I think that in three more days, I can
refine the ninth blade of Shura.”Omi opened his eyes and said.

“Let’s go eat first.”

Omi and Mu Qianji arrived at the downstairs of the inn and ordered a table of food.

Omi was just about to move his chopsticks when he heard some of the inn’s guests talking about it.

“Have you heard ah, the middle grade superior flying sword that was auctioned off by Yu’s auction
house a few days ago belonged to Omi’s cousin, named Liu Fan, unfortunately, Yu’s auction house saw
Liu Fan’s weakness and pitched him 47 sixth grade spirit stones.That Liu Fan was not satisfied and
threatened to tell Omi.”

“Then what happened?”

“Then Yu’s Auction House, for real, received a warning letter from a self-proclaimed Omi, demanding
that the auction house return to Liu Fan.”

“Then Yu’s Auction House returned it?”

“Hahaha, still a fart, Yu’s didn’t give that Omi face at all, moreover, I heard that Yu’s Third Ancestor,
even warned Liu Fan and Omi, the next day, that Liu Fan left the Four Seas without a word, hahaha.”

“Yu’s really good, Omi has been so popular lately, even the Ning family was killed by him for two
out-of-body stages, but he didn’t even give Omi any face.”

“Yeah, the most important thing is that Omi doesn’t seem to dare to do anything to the Yu Clan.”



“Hahaha, Omi can’t even protect himself now, I heard that Ning Fang, the ancestor of the Ning family,
has gone after him personally, so how can Omi dare to do anything about it.”

Omi ate his meal, silently listening to the discussions in the inn, Omi did not have any mood swings,
Omi would take care of Yu sooner or later anyway.The most important thing right now was to first
practice the ninth blade of Shura, Tian Luo Di.
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